The paper presents a new model for unified description of any information hiding systems which include both stegographic and watermarking systems. The model is based on considering three possible representations of information being embedded: a binary vector, a digital signal, and a feature matrix. Also we introduce a parametric description for information hiding systems according to the proposed model which completely defines all valuable algorithms used at the embedding and the extraction stages, as well as its parameters. Some examples of such descriptions a number of existing systems are presented.
Introduction
The paper is devoted to the development of a model for the unified description of information hiding systems (also called data hiding systems). Such systems embed secret or protective data into a digital signal (image, video, audio etc.) and include watermarking and steganographic systems [1] . Information hiding techniques were investigated by Ingemar Cox [1] [2] [3] , Jessica Fridrich [3, 4] , Mauro Barni, Franco Bartolini [5] , Fabien Petitcolas [6, 7] , Stefan Katzenbeisser [6] , Eric Cole [8] , Birgit Pfitzmann [9] and others. They defined a common terminology, described the basic structural components and properties of information hiding systems. However, we can note the lack of a generally accepted model for a unified description of such systems. As a result, it is difficult to compare different systems and select the most appropriate system for a particular task.
Earlier, several models were proposed in papers [1, 3, 5, 6, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] but each of them has a number of shortcomings, which do not allow them to be used for a complete description of information hiding system processes:
1. All the cited models except [16, 17] can describe either watermarking systems or steganographic systems. The more general case is not considered.
2. The models [1, 3, 6, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [18] [19] do not determine such important details as analysis of the host asset, information encoding and decoding and others.
3. The models [1, 3, 5, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] 17] do not take into account all possible inputs and outputs of the information hiding system. 4. The models [6, 10, 11, 15] are limited to the description of internal processes and do not allow to determine the external properties of systems.
5. Some models [11, [18] [19] [20] are intended only for media of a certain type (usually, for audio signals or images). 6. None of the above models have become a universally recognized standard. In this paper, we propose a universal mathematical model for information hiding systems, which can describe all components of information hiding systems, and which is free of the shortcomings listed above.
The proposed model of information hiding system (MIHS)

Basic concepts
In the proposed model, we define information hiding system (IHS) as a set of data and processes (functions) of their processing. One of the most important concepts in this model is internal information that is the information embedded in the host asset.
In our model, we introduce three equivalent forms of internal information: a binary vector, a digital signal, and a feature matrix. The first form corresponds, for example, to a message transmitted via a steganographic channel, or to a digital code of a protective watermark. The second form coincides with the traditional form of the host asset (digital audio, image, video, etc.). The embedding itself proceeds in the third form, which is individual for each system. In each particular IHS, the internal information can be converted from one form to another.
We will use the following designations:
is a set of n-bit nonnegative integers. A special case is a set = 1 = {0.1}.  [ 1 × 2 ×…× ] is an m-dimensional matrix of size 1 × 2 × … × сomposed of elements of a certain numerical set .  is an m-dimensional matrix of unknown size сomposed of elements of a certain numerical set (used when the matrix sizes are not important in the current context). The introduced sets allow us to define the sets corresponding to the three above-mentioned forms of internal information. Thus, the first form of a binary vector corresponds to the set [ ]
1
, where b N is a vector length. Then, a multidimensional digital signal will be defined as ∈ that is an m-dimensional matrix сomposed of elements of a set ⊆ ℝ. The set 3 rd International conference "Information Technology and Nanotechnology 2017" 66 will be called as the set of digital signals. Finally, a feature matrix ∈ 1 is an m-dimensional matrix сomposed of elements of a set ⊆ ℂ.
1 will be called as feature set.
Main elements of the model
Let ∈ be a host asset and ∈ be an information carrier (an asset with embedded information). After its transmission, it can change due to distortions in the channel and possible attacks. Therefore, we will use another notation for the received information carrier -∈ . The next important element of any system is the composite key ∈ . It comprises the secret key
, which provides security of the system, and public parameters ∈ of functions and algorithms:
( )
. We will not specify the structure of the set p K for the general model. It can be defined for particular systems. For internal information, the following designations will be used: ,
(in the form of a binary vector); , ∈ (in the signal form); Ω, Ω ∈ 1 (in the form of feature matrix). The names of these and other structures are given in Table 1 . Also, it is necessary to define the concept of initial form of internal information that is either [ ] 1 or depending on the particular system. Table 2 shows, which forms of internal information can be used at the particular stages of system operation. The presence of various options in some rows of Table 2 is explained by the differences in the systems. For one particular system, only one form is possible at each stage. It should be noted that in the last row one more option of the system output is possible: a binary value reflecting the result of internal information detection. We will consider this case later in more details. As noted above, the form of feature matrix is defined for all information hiding systems because it is used at the embedding stage. But this form is not used at the input. Therefore, at least one of two other forms should be determined. Some systems operate all three internal information forms. In order to define the used internal information forms, we use the following binary predicates:
The first one defines the initial form, while the other one defines the encoding method. Fig. 2 shows the general flowchart of information hiding system according to the proposed model. The flowchart highlights the embedding and extraction subsystems, as well as the data transmission channel. Here and later (in Fig. 3-5) , arrows indicate data streams, and rectangles indicate data processing processes. Solid arrows indicate mandatory data streams existing in all systems, and dashed -the optional ones. Circles mark merging data streams, while rhombuses mark branching ones. Rectangles with double borders mark processes consisting of several subprocesses. Fig. 3 describes subprocesses of the composite embedding information process outlined in the general flowchart in Fig. 2 . Similarly, Fig. 4 describes the contents of the composite information extraction process and Fig. 5 s the block of internal information processing. Let us describe the general flowchart of IHS (Fig. 2) . The input of any system includes a host asset C , an internal information in the form of b or W , as well as a key k . Then, at the preliminary stage (before embedding), the internal information is transformed into a feature matrix Ω . The obtained matrix along with the host asset is fed to the input of the composite process of information embedding resulting in the information carrier W C . Then, it is transferred to the extraction subsystem with possible distortions Further, the received information carrier ̃ enters the input of the composite information extraction process (along with it, the original container transmitted through any closed channel can also be used in this block). The result of this stage is Ω. Finally, the system output is generated, which can be the extracted information b R , the extracted signal R W , or the detection result :
The diagrams in Fig. 2 -5 allow us to easily determine the form of the functions corresponding to individual processes. For example, according to the general flowchart (Fig. 2) , the composite process of information embedding can be described by functions of the following types (depending on the use of the key):
Specification of the composite processes
As shown in Fig. 3 , the composite process of information embedding includes the following subprocesses:  Optional signal analysis function A aimed to estimate host asset parameters,  Transformation function F and its inverse function −1 ,  Information embedding in feature space .
Signal analysis refers to the process of evaluating some numerical characteristics C k of the host asset. For example, analysis of the image asset can consist in finding the coordinates of its feature points, carried out with a corner detector.
Processes F and −1 mentioned above, are designed respectively to convert signals to feature matrices for reverse transformation. The peculiarity of these processes is the possible use of a value    that is a part of the function F result and an additional argument of the function −1 . We will call this value as the feature matrix complement. It is not used for data embedding but allows to perform the inverse transformation. If F is reversible (i.e., it is DFT or DWT transform) than  is not defined.
The last process in Fig. 3 involves the actual information embedding, that is the merging of the matriсes f and Ω in a single matrix W f . The details of the composite information extraction process are easily understood by Fig. 4 . We only note that the signal analysis at the extraction stage can be performed either by the host asset (if it is known in a particular system) or by the received information carrier ̃. In the latter case, it results in a vector of estimated characteristics ̃. The actual information extraction is performed in the process D resulting in the feature matrix of extracted information Ω. Fig. 4 .
Details of the composite process of information extraction.
Finally, the internal information processing block, shown in Fig. 5 , includes the processes of its transformation from one form to another in both subsystems. For this, the previously introduced encoding-decoding functions P, , −1 , −1 are used, and the particular configuration is determined by the two above mentioned predicates and . In addition to these processes, this block also includes a detection function R operating in the extraction subsystem, which can have one of the following forms:
where x and R x denote embedding and extracted information in the form used for the detection, ∈ ℝ is the threshold, and ( , ) is a function of the proximity of x and R x determined individually for each particular system. The function r and the threshold are determined at the system design. However, we can list general patterns: 
Parametric description of information hiding systems
The developed model allows to make a unified description of any information hiding system by defining 14 parameters presented in Table 3 . Moreover, this list can help for developing new systems by adopting some parameters from existing ones.
Also, in Table 3 we illustrate the ability of the proposed model to describe different systems. For that, we consider two examples of information hiding systems, which differ from each other in a number of components.
System 1: steganographic embedding into the least significant bits (LSB) of audio signals In this system, a simple replacement of the lower bits of the signal is performed, according to the key and the bits of the secret message. For information extraction, the least significant bits are read at the specified positions. The system description is given in Table 3 .
System 2: Phase image spectrum watermarking
In this simple system, the input data include a halftone host image and a watermark image with values { } 0, 1 ± and the same size. Next, phase Fourier spectrum of the host image is calculated. Then, the phase components are replaced by non-zero values of the watermark pixels, previously mixed according to a secret key. For simplicity of the description, we define the mixing method as a cyclic shift to a vector ( ) 12 , kk = k . After the replacement, inverse Fourier transform is performed. When extracting information, the same transformations are performed to estimate the embedded watermark. Finally, the obtained estimation is compared with the initially embedded watermark in order answer the question of its presence in the given image. The description of this simple system is also provided in Table 3 .
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel model designed for unified description of arbitrary information hiding systems, which include steganography systems and digital watermarking systems. It is based on the separation of the forms of internal information carried within the digital media. We described internal IHS processes, and also introduced a parametric description, which completely determines the existing watermarking and steganography algorithms, and also facilitates the synthesis of new systems. The applicability of this model is shown to describe two completely different information hiding systems.
